
Build Fast. Ship First.
Accelerate your path to market with Dell Technologies Design Solutions and Microsoft.



It’s Go Time
In disruptive markets, fortune favors the fast. Dell Technologies Design Solutions is the 

enabler of movers, shakers and makers in industries ripe for revolutionary innovation. 

As an authorized Microsoft distributor, we help you avoid the risk and cost of unifying 

infrastructure, OS, apps and drivers yourself. The result is a simpler, faster way to bring 

intelligent systems and devices to market.

Why Work With Us

Compress Time to Market

Eliminate the usual pitfalls 
of building and deploying 
infrastructure from scratch.

Extend Product Lifecycles

Gain access to long-life hardware 
and long-term OS support and 
security updates so you can 
extend product lifecycles and 
maximize your return on R&D.  

Lower Risk

We support you throughout the 
Microsoft Customer Licensing 
Agreement (CLA) process, 
which enables you to purchase 
Microsoft products that you can 
integrate into your solution for 
resale, redistribution, leasing, or to 
provide your solution as a service 
to your customers worldwide, 
without restrictions.*

Simplify at Scale

Manufacture in market and turn 
our vast global supply chain into 
your competitive advantage.

Elevate Your Application

Leverage proven edge and IoT 
solutions from two of the most 
trusted names in technology.
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We are more than a Tier-1 infrastructure provider. We’re a turnkey design 
and services partner that handles the underlying complexity of bringing 
together infrastructure, OS and apps into ready-to-deploy solutions. 

Infrastructure, OS and Your IP: All Bundled Up



Go Easy on Yourself
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Dell Technologies Design Solutions is your one-stop-shop for drama-free deployments. 

When you work with us, you have a trusted partner throughout all phases of your project 

— from the first strategic step to the last mile of delivery.

Designing and Testing

We design our solutions around 
yours, customizing infrastructure 
in any number of ways to meet 
your requirements and elevate the 
customer experience.

Deploying and Supporting

We can manufacture your solution 
in market and ship directly to 
you or your customers, handling 
asset tagging, SKU, packaging, 
installation and support.

Racking and Stacking

From factory image install to BIOS 
customization and Microsoft 
integration, we tackle tech stack 
complexity so you don’t have to.



You have better things to do than worrying about the nuanced OS licensing differences 

in Singapore versus Spain. Our Microsoft experts will navigate the complexity for you 

— and not just for Dell EMC hardware. As a Microsoft IoT and embedded distributor, we 

provide licensing guidance for white box solutions and other hardware manufacturers 

too. You can simplify all your Microsoft purchasing and licensing through us.

The Windows for IoT platform has multiple editions, each optimized for 
specific scenarios. When paired with Dell Technologies Design Solutions 
infrastructure, they provide long-life with 10+ years of support.

Break the Licensing 
Bottleneck

Windows Server IoT 

Ideal for fixed-function appliances, 
Windows Server IoT can handle 
big workloads, like analyzing 
multiple video streams, and using 
the results locally or sending them 
to the cloud. Binary equivalent to 
Windows Server.

Windows IoT Enterprise

Brings the full power of
Windows to intelligent edge
devices, and provides specialized 
features to create dedicated 
devices locked down to a 
specific set of applications and 
peripherals. Binary equivalent to 
Windows 10 Enterprise.

SQL Server IoT 

Provides the same powerful 
analytics and large-scale 
storage of SQL Server but is 
licensed for dedicated IoT and 
embedded use scenarios.

Power the Next Generation of Intelligent Solutions

Unstoppable Together.

Connect with us today and we’ll help you find the right solutions 
for your business. Learn more at Delltechnologies.com/oem.
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